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The Nuclear Magnetic Moment of S" from Microwave Spectroscopy~
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The magnetic dipole moment of the S" nucleus was determined by means of the Zeeman effect on the
hyperfine pattern of the 7= 1~2 rotational absorption of the molecule 0"C'sSs' at about 24,020 Mc/sec.
The result is

p, (S33)=+0.633~0.010 nuclear magneton.

The sign of this moment was determined by using circularly polarized microwave radiation with ~r-type
Zeeman observations.

The frequencies of all of the components of the hyper6ne pattern were measured. They all fit the nuclear
electric quadrupole coupling theory to within &0.01 Mc/sec. The measured value for eqQ of the S"nucleus
in 0"C"S"is

eqQ(O" C'2S")= —29.07+0.01 Mc/sec.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE INTERACTION OF NUCLEI WITH
MOLECULAR ROTATION

"
OST molecules have 'Z electronic ground states,

- - which means that these molecules have zero
electronic orbital and spin angular momenta. Thus, the
total angular momentum, which is a constant of the
motion of the system of particles comprising the mole-
cule, is instantaneously the vector sum of the angular
momentum of molecular-rotation and the spin-angular-
momenta of the nuclei. These component angular
momenta are not constant in time, since in general
there are interaction forces between them. The mag-
netic dipole moment of the total molecule is therefore
some combination of the rotational magnetic moment,
discussed elsewhere, ' ' and the nuclear magnetic
moments. Since one can observe different known com-
binations of the nuclear moments with the rotational
moment, they can be deduced separately. The results
given in reference 1 show that the rotational magnetic
moments are of the same order of magnitude as nuclear
moments.

Usually the interaction energies between the nuclear
spins and the molecular rotation are very small com-
pared to the rotational energy of the molecule. In the
limit of no interaction the orientation of the nuclear
spins with respect to molecule Axed axes cannot affect
the molecular energy and the energy levels may be
labeled with the rotational quantum numbers alone.
For a linear molecule let J be the rotational quantum
number and I the spin quantum number of one of its
nuclei. Then, if there is no interaction, the rotational
levels may be specified by J alone, since the various
permitted combinations of I with a given value of J
will all result in the same energy. In this case the rota-
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tional angular momentum and the nuclear spin are
separate constants of the motion as well as the total
angular momentum.

If a small interaction between I and J exists, then
the rotational energy level labeled by a given value of
J will become a group of closely spaced levels each of
which must now be labeled with a value of the total
angular momentum quantum number, Ii. Ii takes on all
integrally spaced values from 1+I to

~
I I ~. A rot—a-

tional absorption, which resulted in a single line in the
absence of interaction, becomes a group of closely spaced
lines when the interaction is present, Such a group is
called a hyperfine pattern. The allowed rotational
transitions (molecular electric dipole transitions are
normally observed in microwave spectroscopy) which

give rise to the hyperfine pattern are given by the
selection rules AF =0, &1 (but P=0—0 is not allowed),
and AMp ——0, &1. The relative spacings between the
lines of a hyperfine pattern depend on the type of
interaction causing the splitting, while the magnitude
of the spacings depends, of course, on the strength of
the interaction.

Two types of interactions between a nucleus and
molecular rotation have been important in microwave
spectroscopy up to now. Of greatest importance is the
interaction of the nuclear electric quadrupole moment
with the gradient of a component of the electric field
at the nucleus due to the remainder of the molecule. ' '
Of secondary importance is the energy of the nuclear
magnetic dipole moment in the weak magnetic held due
to molecular rotation. This magnetic dipole-dipole
energy alone is usually too small to cause a hyperhne
pattern resolvable by present-microwave spectroscopic
methods, but its importance must be recognized in some
cases as a small correction to the electric quadrupole

type of splitting in order to account for experimental
data 5 6
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A well-resolved hyperfine pattern is essential for the
measurement of a nuclear magnetic moment by the
Zeeman effect on a rotational absorption line. Let eqQ
be the quadrupolar interactions energy, where Q is the
nuclear electric quadrupole moment and q = (O'V)/(Bs'),
the second derivative along the molecular axis of the
electrostatic potential at the nucleus; and let the energy
of the molecule in an externally applied magnetic field
be —IJH, where p, is an effective magnetic dipole
moment for the total molecule. Two limiting cases are
evident, [ pH~&(~eqQ~ and

~
pH~)))eqQ~. In the 6rst,

or weak field case, the nuclear spin and the molecular
rotation combine in the same way as when no field was
present and the permitted transitions are given by the
same selection rules as before. In the strong field case
the nuclear moment and the rotational magnetic
moment tend to orient themselves in the applied field
independent of each other and the proper magnetic
quantum numbers become Ml and MJ, instead of Mp.
Also, the selection rules for the rotational transitions
observed by the microwave absorption method become
AMg=0, &1 and 6351=0. These considerations show
that in order to determine the nuclear magnetic moment
a resolved Zeeman pattern must be obtained under
weak field conditions, since the selection rule AMI ——0
means that the nuclear moment does enter into the
observed strong field transitions. This is the same as
saying that a well-resolved quadrupole hyperfine pattern
is required, since in the case of an unresolved hyperfine
pattern a strong field condition is necessary to produce
resolved Zeeman components. This more or less intuitive
picture is substantiated by the quantitative expressions
given below.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The eGect of nuclear electric quadrupole coupling in
the case of atomic spectra was first investigated
quantum-mechanically by Casimir. ~ Casimir's results
have subsequently been applied to nuclear quadrupole
interaction with molecular rotation. ' '" For a sym-
metric top molecule the diagonal quadrupole energy,
which must be added to the unperturbed rotational
energy, is

3E'
E,(I, J, K, F)=eqQ '—1 G(I, J, F), (1)

J(J+1)
where

~PC(C+1)—I(I+1)J(J+1)
G(I, J, F)=

2 (21+3)(2J—1)I(2I—1)

C= F(F+1)—I(I+1)—J(J+1).
In the case of a linear molecule this becomes simply

Ep(I, J, F)= eqQG(I, J, F). (2—)
H. B. G. Casimir, On the Interaction Bet2oeen Atomic nuclei

and Electrons (Teyler's Tweede Genootschap, De Erren F. Bohn,
Haarlen, 1936).

8Kellogg, Rabi, Ramsey, Jr., and Zacharias, Phys. Rev. 57,
677 (1940).' J. H. Van Vleck, Phys. Rev. 71, 468 (A) (1947).

The Zeeman eGect on the resulting hyperfine pattern
has been treated theoretically by Jen"" and Coester"
following the procedure used in atomic spectra. "If the
resolved hyperfine splitting is caused by the interaction
of a single nucleus of the molecule, the others having
I&1 or negligible interaction, then the total Hamil-
tonian for the rotating molecule in a magnetic field, H,
may be written

X Xp+Xp+X~) (3)

where Xo is the rotational energy; 3'., is the quadrupole
interaction energy; and

X-=—
~pl g-i.(J H)+g-. (& H)], (4)

where pp
——eh/2M„c, the nuclear magnetron (M„=the

proton mass), g, ~, is the molecular rotational g-factor
and may depend on the rotational quantum numbers as
explained in reference 1, and g„„,is the nuclear g-factor.

In a weak magnetic field, ~X j(((X,~, the IJKFMr
representation is suitable. The energy levels are given by

E=Ep(J, K)+E,(I, J, K, F)+E (I, J, K, F, MF), (5)

where Ep(J& K) =BJ(J+1)+(A —B)K for a sym-
metric top and is diagonal in this representation. (A and
B are the rotational constants for the molecule. ) X, has
the diagonal elements given in Eq. (1). There are also
off-diagonal elements of 3C, with respect to J, but these
are usually negligible since they represent an inter-
action with levels remote with respect to 3'.„they do
not aQ'ect the Zeeman splittings in this case anyway.
X has the diagonal elements

E (I, J, K, F, Mp)= M'r ppH[—nrg, ),+nrg„„,], (6)

where

nr= [F(F+1) I(I+1)+J(J—+1)]/L2F(F+1)],
nr = kF(F+ 1)—J(J+1)+I(I+1)]/L2F(F+ 1)],

and MI = Ii, Ii —1, , —Ii so that each hyperfine level
splits into 2F+1 levels in the presence of a magnetic
field. These expressions are identical with those of Back
and Goudsmit" for the Zeeman effect on the hyperfine
structure of atomic levels. The off-diagonal elements of
K will be discussed shortly.

In the strong field case,
~
X

~
))

~
X,~, the IJKMr Mr

representation is proper. K is diagonal and its elements
are

E„= ppH[Mrg .i.+M—rg„„,]. (&)

The quadrupole energy expression in the strong field is
given by Coester, "but it is quite complicated and is not
needed for the following discussion.

The selection rules are affected by the presence of a
magnetic field. In the weak field case AMp ——0 transi-
tions occur when the electric vector of the incident
microwave radiation is parallel to the applied magnetic

' C. K. Jen, Phys. Rev. 74, 1396 (1948).
» C. K. Jen, Phys. Rev. 76, 1494 (1949).
~ F. Coester, Phys. Rev. 77, 454 (1950)."E.Back and S. Goudsmit, Z. Phys. 47, 174 (1928).
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moments. However, a resolved Zeeman effect under
true weak field conditions, in the sense that the oG-

diagonal elements of X are negligibly small, is often
not fully realized experimentally. In particular, for the
OCS" experiment described below it was found that
even the second order correction, as given in Coester's
paper, was not always sufficient to satisfy the experi-
mental data; but, as shown in the following, the matrix
of BC is sometimes simple enough to permit exact diago-
nalization at any given intermediate field strength
rather than relying on perturbation approximations.

In the IJEFMp representation K is diagonal with
respect to 3fp so that only states with the same M&
can mix with each other, and for a given Mp matrix the
only off-diagonal elements are between P and F~1
levels. Only the oG-diagonal elements for levels of the
same J need be considered since the energy difference
between levels of diGerent J is large enough to make
the perturbation between J and J&1 levels truly neg-
ligible except in extremely strong fields. Thus, the
energy matrix for a given Mp under consideration is of
the form

F~ l/ ~f /2 ~2 $~1/2

5/2~+
I

-10 «5 0 5

{0 is ot 24,0l9.59 Mc/s)

5/2~i/2
I

j5
Mcjs

FIG, 1. The J=1~2 hyperfine pattern of O' O' S

field (m-transitions) and AMz; ——&1 transitions occur
if it is perpendicular to the applied field (o.-transitions).
For a strong field condition the selection rules become
AMg=O, AMq=O for m.-transitions and AMJ ——&1,
EMI=O for o. transitions.

Using the'se selection rules and expression for the
first-order Zeeman effect, Eq. (6), the expression for the
transition frequencies under weak field conditions for
a linear molecule (g, i is the same for both the initial
and final levels) is found to be:

I+ S Iyz 1—
I+X

I+X 1—X
X
X
0
0

X
X
0
0
0lMpl

0
X
X
X
0

0
0

X

0
0
0
X
X

where the X's indicate the nonzero elements. It is to
be noted that only states for which lM~l ~&F exist.
The diagonal elements of this matrix are given in Eqs.
(5), (1), and (6). The off-diagonal elements are given

by Coester" and are

(F, M, I~„IF 1, M,)—
=

z p&(g-. g-i.)L(F' M—~')~(F)j'.—(1o)
where

~(F)= [F'—(f —~)'3[(1+~+1)'—F'j/
[4F'(2F—1)(2F+ 1)]

and X is given in Kq. (4).

TABLE I. Measured frequencies for the J= 1—&2 hyper6ne pattern
of 0"C"S"

For pz transitions (EMz ——0)

~&m Mp(zip/h)+(gmol gnuc) (&zl ~z2) ~

Transition
Fj,~F2

Intensitya
( Xios)

Measured
frequency

present
Vlorkb

(Mc/sec)

Measured
frequency

Townes and
Geschwind

(Mc/sec)

For o. transitions (Mz —+Mz&1)

~z ~—(pp/h)+ l g, i[Me(zizz —~zp) ~o.'z23

y g„„,[Mz (nzi ozz2) a az2] }, (9)—
where ng~ and nJ~ are the o,J's of the initial and final
levels respectively, and n» and n» are the 01's of the
initial and final levels.

As has been pointed out, the weak field case is of
greatest interest for the purpose of measuring nuclear

1/2~3/2
5/2 5/2
5/2~3/2
1/2 —+1/2
3/2-+5/2,

5/2 7/2
3/2-+3/2
3/2 —+1/2

3.2
3.4
0.4
32

23.3
4.1
0.7

24,012.33
24,012.94
24,018.13
24,019.59

24,020.23
24,025.42
24,032.68

24,013.04

24,020.21

24,025.39
24,032.75

a a is the absorption coeKcient in cm-1 for an OCS sample with all the
component atoms occurring in their natural abundance.

b All frequencies are measured to %0.02 Mc/sec.
& See reference 15.



Thy exact diagonalization of these matrices was used
in the analysis of the OCS" experiment. A convenient
method of solution for the roots of such a matrix is the
continued fraction scheme described by Crawford and
Cross."

Transition
pg~p2

t/2~3/2
5/2~5/2
5/2 3/2
1/2-+1/2

3/2~5/2, 5/2~7/2
3/2-+3/2
3/2 1/2

hv
measured&
(Mc/sec)

—7.27—6.66—1.47—0.01
0.63
5,82

13.08

calculateda
(Mc/sec)

—7.27—6.65—1.46
0.00
0.62
5.81

13.08

Discrepancy
(measured-
calculated)
(Mc/sec)

0.00—0.01—0.01—0.01
+0.01
+0.01

0.00

+ The calculated d v's are taken from the P =1/2-+1/2 frequency and the
measured d r 's are taken so as to give a least square fit.
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Nostrand Company, Inc. , New York, 1950).

'7 Strandberg, %'entink, and Kyhl, Phys. Rev. 75, 270 (1949).
'sH. L. Poss, Hrookhaven National Laboratory Report 26

(T-10), October 1, 1949.
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OCS sample. Then enhanced S"was initially obtained from the
Isotopes Division of the Atomic Energy Commission.

III. ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE COUPLING OF
THE S" NUCLEUS IN 0"C"S"

The nuclear spin of the sulfur'isotope of mass
number 33 was determined by Townes and Geschwind'5

by measuring the relative splittings in the hyper6ne
pattern of the J=1~2 transition of carbonyl sulfide
(OisC"Sss) at about 24,020 Mc/sec. Carbonyl sulfide is
a linear molecule"'~ and the spins of both 0'6 and C"
were known to be zero."The observed frequencies were
found to best 6t the nuclear quadrupole coupling ex-
pression, Eq. (2), if I(S")=3/2 and eqQ(OCSss) = —28.5
+0.7 Mc/sec. In their experiment, because of low
resolution, they did not observe the complete pattern
which shouM occur for I=3/2 but the observed pattern
and line shapes were compared with those for several
possible values of I.

In the present work this quadrupole hyper6ne
pattern was remeasured preliminary to the Zeeman
effect experiment Ldetermination of the nuclear mag-
netic dipole moment p(S")].

A sample of carbonyl su16de, prepared from sulfur
enriched in S" to 5.54 percent (about 7.5 times the
natural abundance), was used for this experiment. "
This enrichment provided a corresponding increase in
the absorption intensities. The increased intensities and
the use of a high sensitivity spectrograph to be de-
scribed in a future report aGorded the opportunity of
measuring the entire pattern and of completely re-
solving all the hyper6ne components.

Tax,E II. Comparison of measured and theoretical hyperfine
splittings for egQiOCSeel = —29.07 Mc/sec.

FIG. 2. Part of the 0'6C"S"hyperQne pattern.

The allowed transitions and the resulting hyper6ne
patterns are displayed in Fig. i.

The measured frequencies for these transitions are
given in Table I. All of the relative frequency splittings
are in agreement with the quadrupole coupling theory
to within +0.01 Mc/sec if I(S")=3/2 and egQ(OCSss)
= —29.07 Mc/sec. The calculated splittings using these
values are compared with the measured splittings in
Table II. The frequencies reported by Townes and
Geschwind are also given in Table I. Their frequency
for the unresolved F=1/2—+3/2, 5/2-+5/2 transitions
is apparently in error since it falls outside of the fre-
quencies of the resolved lines (which are of nearly equal
intensity) as measured in the present experiment. Also

their value for egQ does not fit their measured individual
relative splittings too well, although it represents an
average 6t of their data.

Since the 6t obtained in the present experiment with
the quadrupole coupling expression, Eq. (2), was exact
to within the capability of the experiment, it is presumed
that the coupling of the S" nucleus through its mag-
netic dipole interaction with the molecular magnetic
field is less than 0.01 Mc/sec and also that the effects
of 06-diagonal elements of the quadrupole energy
matrix are correspondingly small, as was previously
pointed out. In the analysis of the Zeeman efkct data
the value

eqQ(OCSss) = —29.07&0.01 Mc/sec,

was therefore used.
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TABLE IV. 0-transition measurements on the J= 1—+2 hyperhne pattern of O' C~S3'.

(a) F =i/2 —+i/2

Total splittings between 3fJ =+1/2~ —1/2 and M~= —1/2—&+1/2 components
(H = 1486 gauss).

Splitting of low frequency component from zero field position (H =3019 gauss).

(b) F =3/2-+1/2
Total splitting between 3f~= —3/2 —+—1/2 and M~ ——+3/2 —+11/2 components.

(H = 1486 gauss).

measured
(Mc/see)

0.276
0.259
0.264
0.257

0.264
0.183
0.179

0.181

1.559

~&calo
gnuc =+0 424

gmole =

0.287

0.197

1.564

~&calo
gnuo = 0 4&4

gmole = —0.025

0.398

0.311

1.678

of the present experiment. Once g„„,is established, the
nuclear magnetic dipole moment in nuclear magnetons
is given by

P =gnucl. (12)

From Eq. (8) it is seen that ~-type Zeeman measure-
ments give the quantity ~g„«—g, &,

~
directly. This is

actually true to even better than first order since in the
oG-diagonal elements for the Zeeman perturbation, Eq.
(10), the g-factors also appear only in the combination

~g .—g, i, ~. Because of this, considerable effort was
placed on the m-transition measurements. The x-
measurements were made on five of the seven lines of
the hyperfine pattern (Fig. 1). The coincident F=3/2
—+5/2, 5/2 —+7/2 transitions were not used because the
multitude of Zeeman components, many of which had
low splitting factors, (nqi —nJ~), [see Eq. (8)j, re-
sulted in an unresolved pattern (see Fig. 3). The
F=S/2~3/2 transition was not used because its com-
ponents were too weak to be accurately measured.
Zeeman splittings of the remaining five hyperfine'lines
were observed at various values of magnetic field. The
measurements used in arriving at the value of

~ g,—g, ~,
~

are given in Table III. In every case these
measurements represent the total splitting between two
Zeeman components; this type of measurement elimi-
nates the second-order effect of the off-diagonal elements
since it is the same for both components, and thus dis-
crepancies with theory are actually e6ects of third or
higher order. Actually, as mentioned in Part II, the
matrices involved in the analysis can easily be diago-
nalized exactly; this was done and the least square dis-
crepancy between theory and experiment was obtained
lf

~ g,—g, i,
~

=0.449&0.002 nuclear unit. (13)

Here the error of &0.002 is determined by the internal
consistency of the measurements and does not include
a possible consistent error in measuring the magnetic
Geld. The error in magnetic field is estimated to be less
than 1 percent.

Table III also gives the theoretical splittings, cal-
culated with the value of Eq. (13), for both the exact
Zeeman theory and the first-order theory only to show
the magnitude of the discrepancy with experiment and

the magnitude of higher order corrections. The total
spread of the measured splittings for a given transition
is of the order of 0.020 Mc/sec, equally contributing
factors being the limitations of the frequency measuring
scheme and the reproducibility of a given value of the
magnetic field.

Some of the spectrograms of the m-transitions are
included in the Appendix.

g».(OCS") was previously measured as

g, i,(OCS")= —0.025&0.002 nuclear unit. (14)

Thus, as mentioned above, we can find g, i,(OCS") by
multiplying by the ratio of an OCS" rotational fre-
quency to the corresponding OCS" frequency. For the
J= 1~2 transition this ratio is

y(OCS")/y(OCS3~) = 24,019.59/24, 32S.92 =0.9874. (15)

Thus g, ~,(OCS33) should be about 1 percent lower than

g,&,(OCS32). It is hardly necessary to apply this cor-
rection, since it is well within the error in determining

g», (OCS"), Eq. (14).
The determinat'ion of the relative sign between g„„,

and g, i, remains. On examining the theoretical splitting
of the o.-type transitions for the two possibilities,

g,= —0.025+0.449 = +0.424,

g,= —0.025 —0.449= —0.474,

it was found that the splitting of the F= 1/2 —+1/2 line
should be most critical for deciding which was correct.
The 0 splitting of this line was therefore measured.
Table IV (u) shows the comparison between the ex-
perimental results and the expected results calculated
for the two cases. It is seen that g„„,and g, l, must be
of opposite sign, although even then the agreement is
not perfect for the values of g„„,and g, i, assumed for
these calculations. It should be noted that these
splittings are quite small and thus the discrepancies in
percent appear large; but the absolute differences are
only about 0.020 Mc/sec, which is the experimental
accuracy. These diAerences could be introduced by the
proximity of the F= 1/2 —+1/2 line to the much stronger
F=3/2-+5/2, 5/2 —+'7/2 absorption. A spectrogram of
this transition is shown in Fig. 4.
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TOP CENTER SOTTOM

LQ'=+ H00 H = )OI9 gauss H =59IR gauss

Weak Strong
Field Field

Mp M~, Mz

+/a +2 -ls

J=2
F= i/s

-~/s +. i,- /,

+/s +t, -~a

FzG. 4. cr- and m-Zeeman components of the P= 1/2 —+1/2 line.

The &r-transition Zeeman components of the F=3/2
—+1/2 line were also measured and the results again
compared with calculations based on the same and
opposite relative signs for g „, and g, ~.. Table IV (b)
gives the results. Again it is dehnitely indicated that
the g-factors have opposite signs.

As a more direct check on the absolute sign of g„„,an
observation was made of the F 3/2-+5/2, 5/2~7/2 o.

components with circularly polarized radiation. This
observation required careful analysis since for 2 M&=
+1 (or EMr= —1) transitions some of the 0-com-

ponents go to higher frequencies and some to lower

g„„,=+0.422&0.004 nuclear unit, (16)

where the error is that of internal consistency. Including
possible consistent errors, primarily in the magnetic

frequencies. (The weaker hyperfine lines with fewer
components could not be detected with the apparatus
used for the circular polarization experiments. ) This
observation again indicated that g„, was positive as
expected.

Finally values of g„„, and g, ~, were found which

gave the best 6t for all the data taken, both for m- and 0-
transitions. The result becomes



6eld measurement, mc have for the final result

g „,=+0.422+0.007 nuclear unit (17)

and according to Eq. (12) the corresponding magnetic
dipole Inoment for the sulfur 33 nucleus is

p(S")=+0.633&0.010 nuclear magneton. (18)

This value is uncorrected for the partial shielding of
the S"nucleus from the externally applied 6eld due to
the clcctI'onlc diRlnRgnctlc effects. This cGcct %'as

studied theoretically for atoms by Lamb" and recently
for rnolecules by Ramsey. " The exact theory i.n the
molecular case is difFicult to apply quantitatively, but
Ramsey concludes that the shielding of a particular
nucleus may be approximated by considering only its
oven electrons, so to speak, and by ignoring those
tightly bound to other nuclei in the molecule. Thus,
Lamb's theory applied to the sulfur atom may be used.
This diamagnetic correction is about 0.11 percent"
and is thus neghgible to the accuracy of the present
experiment.

Follovnng the publication of the essential result of
our experiment, 24 Dharmatti and %eaver have made
R morc RccuI'Rtc IncRsurcIncnt of the S Iluclcar mag"
netic moment, using the nuclear induction method. '5

Their result is

p(S")=+0.64282&0.00014 nuclear magneton.

Cgq*cm. ~
'

APPENMX. SPECTROGRAMS OF THE O16C»S»
HYPERFINE PATTERN AND ZEEMAN

EFFECT

In the spectrograms the absorption intensity is plotted verti-
cally against the microwave frequency. The spectrograph receiver
gain varies from one spectrogram to another, but, in general, rela-
tive gain settings may be estimated from the noise-level. The fre-
quency scale is diGerent in the various figures and therefore a
frequency scale is indicated on each spectrogram.

In Fig. 2, the lines can be compared for relative intensity and
frequency splittings with the schematic pattern in Fig. 1, Note
particularly the F=1 /~21 /21ine on the skirt of the stronger
F=3/2~5/2, 5/2~7/2 absorption. This line was especially useful
for the measurement of II,(833) by means of the Zeeman efkct since
lt has only two coDlponcnts fol either Ã ol' 0' tlaQsltloQs.

Figure 3 shows the two m-components of the Ii =1/2~1/2 line
split out so that one of them has passed through the P=3/2~5/2,
5/2~7/2 line and is resolved on the high frequency side. The
components of the F=3/2~5/2, 5/2~7/2 line are numerous and
have low splitting factors and hence are unresolved.

In Fig. 4, the upper spectrogram is another zero Geld observation
of the F=1/2~1/2 line. The skirt of the F=3/2~5/2, 5/2~7/2
line is again noticeable. The low splitting factor for the 0-com-
ponents of this line is obvious from the center spectrogram, where
at 3019 gauss one component has split only 0.179 Me/sec from
the zero field position. The high frequency component has merged
with the F=B/2~5/2, 5/2~7/2 line and the small component

~ W. K. Lamb, Jr., Phys. Rev. 60, 817 (1941).~ N. F. Ramsey, Jr., Phys. Rev. 78, 699 (1950).
'4 Eshbach, Hillger, and Jen, Phys. Rev. 80, 1106 (1950).~ S.S.Dharmatti and H. E.Vfeaver, Phys. Rev. 83, 845 (1951).

FIG. 5. 21=Zeeman splitting of the Ii =3/2~1 /2 line.

at the zero 6cM posltloQ ls duc to a short part of thc absol'ptlon
cell which extended beyond the magnetic 6CM,

The m-components of this line had the largest splitting factor
for any of the components in the entire hyper6ne pattern and
provided the most accurate measurements of the experiment.
These components, shown in the lower spectrogram, are split out
on either side of the F=B/2~5/2, 5/2~7/2 line as in Fig. 3.
Note also that the high frequency component, which is forbidden
in the strong field limit, has already started to weaken in this
intermediate 6eld compared to the low freequency component
which is permitted at all 6eld strengths.

In Fig. 5, the Ii =3/2~1/2 ling is one of the weakest absorptions
in the hyper6ne pattern and hence the noise level appears high.
However, the x-transition sphtting as a function of the magnetic
Geld is clearly visible. The four' spectrograms are hned up with
respect to the zero 6eld position and a second-order shift (shift
of the center of gravity of the two components) is noticeable. This
shift agreed very closely with the theoretical Zeeman effect.


